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Accession Number: 1973/01.0026 
Name of Collection: J. A Earl Typescript, 1936-1981 Inventory Completed By:  Taryn Snodgrass 
Date Completed:  09/10/2015 
Location: Marshall University Special Collection’s Department 
Scope and Content: Autobiography of Rev. Earl, a Methodist minister, and biographies of learders of the Methodist 
Church in West Virginia; includes several church histories, newspaper clippings and correspondence. 
Container Contents 
Box 1 
Folder 1  [Autobiographical] 
Folder 2 [“Typescript Biographies”] 
Folder 3 [“Notes- Typescript Biographies”] 
Folder 4 [“Notes- Typescript Biographies”] 
Folder 5 [“Notes- Typescript Biographies”] 
Folder 6 [“Notes- Typescript Biographies”] 
Folder 7 [“Notes- Typescript Biographies”] 
Folder 8 [“Notes- Typescript Biographies”] 
Folder 9 [“Notes- Typescript Biographies”] 
Folder 10 [“Notes- Typescript Biographies”] 
Folder 11 [“Notes- Typescript Biographies”] 
Folder 12 [“Notes- Typescript Biographies”] 
Folder 13 [“Notes- Typescript Biographies”] 
Folder 14 [“Notes- Typescript Biographies”] 
Folder 15 [“Notes- Typescript Biographies”] 
Folder 16 [“Notes- Typescript Biographies”] 
Folder 17 [“Notes- Typescript Biographies”] 
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Folder 18  [“Notes-Typescript Biographies”] 
Folder 19  [“Notes- Typescript Biographies”] 
Folder 20  [“Ministers of the First United Methodist Church in Huntington”] 
Folder 21  [“Notes- Typescript Biographies”] 
Folder 22  [“Notes- Typescript Biographies”] 
Folder 23  [“Notes- Typescript Biography of Judge Vinson”] 
Folder 24  [“Notes- Typescript Biographies”] 
Folder 25  [“Notes- Typescript Biographies”] 
Folder 26  [“J.A. Earl Papers Printed Material”] 
Folder 27  [“J.A. Earl Papers, Holograph; Mss] 
 
 
 
